
 

The Science team welcomed 39  year 5/6 students into the department on Saturday 5th   

October to solve the mystery of the  stolen BLS cup.                                                                 

Led by  top scientist and investigator Mr Davis students carried out scientific experiments  

and used their powers of deduction to  solve the mystery of who had stolen the BLS cup. 

Scientific investigations undertaken included chromatography; to identify the pen that  the 

culprit had used to write a note which was left at the crime scene, flame tests to identify a 

white powder that was found at the crime scene and  tests on a  blood sample, also found 

at the crime scene, belonging to the  villain.  Following thorough scientific investigations 

the criminal was identified and  then successfully apprehended by  Mr Davis.                                                                                                                                                       

Both the science team and visiting students had an enjoyable day. We would like to thank 

the year 5 and 6 students for their participation and enthusiasm and we look forward to                             

welcoming more students to solve another mystery next year. 
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Year 8 were given the task to design an idea to reduce plastic waste. Working in house 

groups students had to undertake research, looking at previous ideas and facts and    

figures before finally deciding on how they would reduce plastic waste. After completing 

a planning sheet their ideas needed  to be presented  in poster form.  Scoring from their 

peers took place on the following: presentation, research, science, imagination, group 

work and facts and figures. The ‘best’ idea voted for from each class was judged  against 

all classes to provide an overall winner for the year group. The winners are ……………    

1st place:  LOVELL    2nd place:  LOVELL       3rd place:  Warwick             

CURRICULUM ENRICHMENT WEEK 

The  Brine Leas Science team wish all our students and their families 

a Merry Christmas and a successful new year. 

 

On July 20, 1969, the human race accomplished its single greatest technological achievement of 

all time when a human first set foot on another celestial body. Year 9 participated in activities 

that recognised this mammoth achievement for mankind 50 years ago..  

Their first task was to decide on a suitable fuel for a rocket.  Possible fuels included biscuit, coal, 

liquid fuel and even a gummy bear (which was incredibly sticky once heated!).  After scientific 

investigations were carried out a suitable fuel was identified. Next, onto designing a lunar 

lander using pieces of card, paper straws, plastic cups, cellotape and marshmallow astronauts. 

The idea was to design, build and launch the lander without  injury to the astronauts. Year 9 put 

a lot of effort and ingenuity into their designs. Lastly, our year 9 students turned their attention 

to  a future living in space and what the effects of doing so would be on the human body. 

 


